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t is said that beyond the spoken 
word, for many humans music 
is a language unto itself, as are 
the languages of mathematics, 
computer software, and science. 

Experts in those fields are as comfort
able with the frameworks, nuances, 
idioms, and jargon of their specialties, 
and are as facile with their specialized 
language, as are financial managers with 
the cadence and rhythms of u.s. GAAP 
and the global IFRS. Financial "language" 
is familiar to all finance professionals, 
no matter what spoken language is used. 

After many decades, the familiar and 
comfortable technical language of finance 
that has been learned and mastered by 
corporate finance executives is now 
changing, becoming more nuanced, and 
expanding beyond the comfort zone of 
the familiar with focus on the numbers. 
Financial analysts, asset owners, and 
managers are embracing new concepts
let's call it the "numbers and beyond the 
numbers." This is frequently referred to 
as the investor focus on intangibles, or 
the non-financial dimensions of corpo
rate reporting. 

For most of the decades of the twen
tieth century, legislators and national 
regulators focused on development of 
comprehensive rules and standards to 
provide uniform reporting of financial 
results, the numbers, especially for pub
licly traded companies. Securities-focused 
legislation in the 1930s brought order to 
corporate (and public sector) financial 
reporting that investors could rely 
on. The 1933 Securities Act and 1934 
Securities Exchange Act were significant-
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ly expanded in 2002 
with passage of the 
Sarbanes-Oxley 
package of legisla
tion, adding a good 
amount of corporate 
governance language 
to existing secur
ities law. Now more 
changes are in store. 

Even the most 
ardent advocates for 
such laws and regula
tions admit that it is 
difficult to legislate 

and control human behavior. With the rise 
in power and influence of the institutional 
investor since the early 1970s, a counter
balance has emerged to "corporate power." 
Asset owners (such as public employee 
pension funds) and their hired managers 
are looking beyond the corporate numbers 
to gauge the quality of boards and man
agement, and increasingly adopt the lan
guage of "share-owners," - not "share
holders" or "stock-traders." The impact 
on corporate finance is now measurable 
and quantifiable. 

The new language of investing: 
Corporate sustainability 
The Big Four accounting firm Ernst & 
Young recently published a report on 
"climate change and sustainability," 
exploring "How Sustainability Has 
Expanded the CFOs' Role.'" The paper 
explored the new terminology of the 
"triple bottom line:' -how today's share
holders expect corporations they invest 
in to meet standards of social, environ
mental, and economic performance" 
(each having a bottom line to be quan
tified and measured). 

The report acknowledges that "sus
tainability" issues have, of course, been out
side the jurisdiction of CFOs, who "ran 
the numbers" and let others in the enter-

HANK BOERNER is chairman of Governance & Account
ability Institute, a New York-ba sed research, mon itoring, and 
advisory firm. G&A is th e Data Partner for the United States 
f or the Global Reporting Initiat ive; U.S. company and foreign 
subsidiary reports are compiled, analyzed, and become part 
of the global GRI databas e of reports. For further information 
go to: www.ga-institute.com. Hank can be reached at 
hbo erner@ga-institute .com. 
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prise handle "soft" (or squishy) issues, 
such as social responsibility and corpo
rate citizenship. But now those separate 
corporate silos are crumbling as investors, 
business partners, and stakeholders con
nect financial performance with social 
and environmental performance-fac
tors which now make up the triple bot
tom line. 

And so, says the Ernst & Young firm, 
chief financial officers, and other corporate 
finance executives are becoming more 
involved in measuring, managing, and 
reporting on corporate sustainability 
efforts and achievements. This is a far cry 
from what might have been predicted at 
the beginning of the last decade when CFOs 
were becoming familiar with the mostly 
financial reporting and governance
focused complexities of Sarbanes-Oxley 
regulations. 

The accounting firm asserts that as 
"ESG" factors (environmental, social, and 
governance key performance indicators) 
are increasingly incorporated into invest
ment analysis, corporate boards and senior 
executives are realizing that the com
pany's social (or societal, or "citizenship") 
and environmental performance are con
tributing directly and indirectly to eco
nomic performance. 

ESG information/data/language 
is "out there" 
Consider that today more than 300,000 
Bloomberg LP desktop terminals world
wide carry volumes of information about 
public companies' ESG performance
including corporate sustainability poli
cies, codes of conduct, emissions data, 
energy consumption, board composition, 
and other information of interest to 
investors. 

Rival Thomson Reuters, which pur
chased the respected analytics firm 
ASSET 4 a year ago, is actively pushing out 
ESG data to more than 45,000 buy-side 
and sell-side client terminals via its Datas
tream® service. Financial analysts can 
take copious . amounts of quantitative 
ESG data and correlate this with exist
ing financial information for their clients. 

Ernst & Young in its report notes that 
investor relations is the art of story-
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telling, and sustain ability can be viewed 
as a "new character" in the familiar plot
line. "The story is still about financial 
promise," the authors state, "but with a 
new twist: increasingly, a company's sus
tainability story is being heard and read 
by the same people who read its annual 
financial reports." 

For the CFO: Two sides of 
the financial performance coin 
As sustain ability issues intertwine with 
business strategy-think of the impacts 
of climate change, or energy cost spikes, 
or availability of water for processing 
and products-E&Y advises readers that 
institutional investors are viewing finan
cial and non-financial performance as two 
sides of a coin . "For that reason," the 
report authors say, "CFOs must stay up 
to date on their companies' sustainabil
ity policies and initiatives and on ESG 
issues more broadly." 

Since its publication in the Harvard 
Business Review in the J anuary/February 
2011 issue, an article by Michael E. Porter 
and Mark R. Kramer ("Creating Shared 
Value") has created a robust dialogue 
among U.S. corporate executives. 2 In the 
article, the authors argue that the next evo
lution in capitalism will be the concept 
of "shared value," which will connect (or 
reconnect) company success and com
munity success, looking beyond short-term 
thinking and the "age of narrow man
agement approaches." This is an impor
tant concept for the financial executive 
to consider, especially coming from the 
pen of the very influential Michael Porter. 

"We need a more sophisticated form 
of capitalism," state professors Porter 
and Kramer in their essay, "one imbued 
with social purposes. The next evolution 
in the capitalist model recognizes new and 
better ways to develop products, serve 
markets, and build productive enter
prises." (The article is subtitled, "How 
to reinvent capitalism-and unleash a 
wave of innovation and growth.") 

So what is "shared value"? Authors 
Porter and Kramer explain the concept: 

"Shared value can be defined as policies and 
ope rating practices that enhance the comp et
itiveness of a company while simultaneously 
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advancing the economic and social conditions 
in the communities in which it operates. Shared 
value creation focuses on identifying and 
expanding the connections between societal 
and economic progress." 

New language, indeed, for many cor
porate financial officers. And there's 
more. Beyond the familiar accounting 
languages of GAAP and IFRS, there are 
many more nuances, idioms, dialects, 
accents, and the like. 

Voluntary and mandated standards for 
corporate ESG reporting 
Consider these relatively recent devel
opments: The United Nations Environ
mental Programme and the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) just issued 
their updated report, «Carrots and Sticks, 
Current Trends and Approaches in Vol
untary and Mandatory Standards for 
Sustain ability Reporting."3 (The first 
report was issued in 2006.) The 2011 
report has comprehensive information on 
corporate reporting in OECD countries, 
and emerging markets (such as Brazil, 
India, and South Africa). 

Highlights of the 2011 update are: 
• A total of 142 countries now have 

standards and/or laws with some 
form of sustainability-related 
report requirement or guidance . 

• About two-thirds of these are 
mandatory reporting requirements, 
and one-third are voluntary. 
At the global and regional level, 
there are 16 standards for reporting 
on ESG and sustainability (which of 
course includes corporate gover
nance). 

• There are 14 assurance standards 
being used today, many on a global 
basis. 
On a voluntary basis, there is a steep 

increase in reporting based on the Global 
Reporting Initiative's G-3 framework 
standards. 4 In 2008, KPMG reported 
that 79 percent of the global 250 com
panies are disclosing ESG data, and 77 
percent of those companies use GRI to 
do so. 

Commenting on the updated UNEP 
and GRI report, Aron Cramer, President 
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& CEO of Business for Social Responsi
bility, states: 

"This new report provides a thorough and 
much-needed look at a fast-changing and 
important element of [corporate] reporting: 
the link to public policy on reporting. With new 
steps toward reporting requirements from the 
U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission, in 
addition to steps taken in China, Sweden, South 
Africa, and elsewhere, this publication will be 
valuable for both new and experienced 
reporters." 

From GRI: The view of 
interdependence of 
financials and other assets 
The Hon. Mervyn King, Chairman of the 
Board, GRI, and a board member of sev
eral large publicly traded enterprises, 
asserts that the five capital assets of Finan-

.... 

cial, Human, Na t- .----"""'"!"!"!!'!!!!'!'"""'!!"\'"_---..... ~ 
ural, Social, and 
Technological are 
all critically inde
pendent now. «No 
entity can plan for ~~i!IliJ9#iWfl~~fqjiiNM" 

the long-term in ~~=¥~~~~~~ 
the economy in 
which we find 
ourselves without taking account of these 
critical, interdependent capital assets," he 
writes in the report foreword. «There is 
no time for a business-as-usual approach. 
The time is ripe to follow the govern-
ments who have introduced legislation on 
a report-or-explain basis regarding the 
impact which the operations of any com-
pany may have economically, societally, 
and environmentally." 

The global head of sustainability assur
ance at accounting firm KPMG, Wim 
Bartels, adds: 

"The need for regulatory frameworks for report
ing has long been debated. In this era of low 
trust in the corporate world, it would seem to 
be the duty of all parties to ensure that trans
parency is elevated to the level where an orga
nization's stakeholders can understand its 
comprehensive performance in such a way that 
trust is rebuilt and decisions can be taken in 
an environment where dialogue is an integral 
part of business. 

"In this context, frameworks for sustainabil
ity reporting-voluntary or mandatory-can 
assist those who want to be part of this world, 
as well as stimulating or forcing those who 
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prefer the old situation to report on the wider 
impact they have on society-negatively and 
positively." 

For the CFO: Trends to monitor 
For corporate finance executives, the 
emerging trends to watch are: 

Governments and stock exchanges 
mandating regulations with the oblig
ation for the corporation to report on 
corporate ESG performance and fac
tors. (Example: Denmark's Financial 
Statements Act requires CSR disclo
sure for large enterprises.) These 
mandates can include certain size 
companies (asset base), employee 
count, or state-owned companies; 
large emissions emitters; and energy
intensive companies. 
Various incentives for companies to 
report. (The carrot vs. stick.) 
Government endorsement of the 
GRI G-3 Guidelines for reporting 
and encouragement of the industry 
to use the framework for corporate 
sustainability reporting; this 
includes industry trade associations 
encouraging member reporting (the 
Spanish banking trade association 
reports to the GRI and encourages 
all member banks to do so). 
Voluntary rules of guidelines 
(including industr y standards), 
with or without referencing interna
tional standards. We see these 
emerging in the jewelry business 
(focused on mining of "blood dia
monds" and other issues); in the 
coffee business (fair trade proto
cols); and in mining and extractive 
industries in developing nations, 
especially in Africa and Asia. 

• Transference of regulatory power to 
self-regulating organizations (such 
as stock exchanges) for either 
mandatory or voluntary reporting. 
(The King III Code of Governance 
for South Africa requires listed com
panies on the Johannesburg Ex
change to report on sustainability.) 

• Increasing pressure on boards and 
managements from shareholders 
and shareholder coalitions and net
works to be more transparent 
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regarding corporate ESG perfor
mance. (We are seeing evidence of 
this in the many shareholder proxy 
resolutions brought in the U.S. by 
activists focused on climate change.) 

Government and exchanges 
advise-and mandate reporting 
In the U.S., the SEC in 2010 released 
interpretive guidance on climate change 
risk (and opportunity) disclosure by 
public companies. That followed an ear
lier interpretation that boards had respon
sibility for overseeing risk management 
in their companies. Governments around 
the world are now mandating sustainability 
reporting. Sweden, for example, has 
Guidelines for External Reporting by Sta te
Owned Companies that complement 
accounting legislation. India has pub
lished Voluntary CSR Guidelines 2009 
(issued by the Ministry of Corporate 
Affairs). Japan has issued Environmen
tal Reporting Guidelines 2007 (issued by 
Ministry of the Environment). 

The World Federation of Stock Ex
changes (WFE) has been active in gen
erating sustainability reporting standards 
for their listed companies, especially in 
the emerging markets. The WFE issued a 
report in 2009 that demonstrated that 51 
member exchanges are initiating stan
dards for reporting by listed companies 
to enhance transparency and ESG-related 
performance and risk reporting. These 
include the Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
and Shanghai Stock Exchange in China. 
The Corporate Governance Council of 
the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) 
amended its Corporate Governance Prin
ciples and Recommendations to include 
sustainability issues. The OECD Guide
lines for Multinational Enterprises encour
age disclosure on financial and non
financial corporate performance, includ
ing ESG is ue . 

And an .important trend that i now 
emerging-the gradual integration of 
ESG reporting into one f ramework, the 
"integrated" report, combini.ng the tra
ditional annual report with the com
pany's sustain ability report. The dialogue 
is around the value of stand-alone reports 
(annual and sustainability), or the value 
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of integrated reports, and what should 
be mandated, as well as the extent of 
non-financial information disclosed in 
both reports or the combined report. 

Of course, state and national laws pre
vail in considering non-financial dis
closure; company by-laws; accounting 
law; securities law; employment law; 
health and safety laws; and climate change 
disclosure laws and regulations. 

Reporting "assurance": Similar to the 
financial audit process 
Another important factor for corporate 
finance executives to consider is the 
growing use of third parties for (inde
pendent) "assurance" of ESG reporting. 
KPMG,Ernst & Young, and other account
ing practices as well as specialized ser
vice providers are building practices 
around the "Assurance Provider" con
cept, which is similar to auditing of the 
traditional financials. 

Increasing numbers of sustainability 
or ESG reports following the GRI frame
work are "assured" by third parties who 
provide an assurance similar in some 
ways to the auditing assurance. There is 
a wide range of methods used (no stan
dards have yet evolved) and varying lev
els of inspection to assure that the data 
and narrative of the reports are accu
rate and complete. 

There are several international stan
dards for assurance that are generally 
accepted, including the ISAE 3000 and 
AccountAbility's AA1000AS standards. 
Country-specific standards include Aus
tralia, China, France, Germany, Japan, The 
Netherlands, Spain, and Sweden, accord
ing to the GRI / UNEP report. 
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A complete inventory of internation
al, country, exchange, and other man
datory and voluntary standards and 
frameworks is available at: http://www. 
glo b alre p or ti ng. org/NR/ rdo nl yre s/ 
6BD446D 1- C 7CD -44F2 -AC64-B 9 62 
21D790E4/0/Carrrots20 1 Ofinal. pdf 

The Oxford Dictionary defines "lan
guage" as "the method of human com
munication, either spoken or written, 
consisting of the use of words in an 
agreed way." Another use of the word is 
for "professional or specialized vocab
ulary."5 The new language of "non-fin an
cials" and "intangibles" is still being 
formulated, with terms like ESG, sus
tainability, corporate responsibility, cit
izenship, Triple Bottom Line, and other 
concepts being advanced by sharehold
ers and stakeholders. 

The language of the corporate finan
cial officer is changing rapidly, indeed! • 
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